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What expert commentary/currency tools are available in
FamilySource?

Welcome to this tutorial on the expert commentary and currency tools available in FamilySource.
In the Commentary section of the FamilySource start page, you will find an extensive collection of
Carswell's family law commentary from leading family law experts. Ten titles make up Carswell’s
distinct cornerstone of family law commentary; nine are Carswell’s multi-volume loose-leaf
publications, all of which have a minimum of six releases per year and the McLeod and Mamo,
Annual Review, which is a bound publication, is a good source for currency as it looks at the yearto-year trends by discrete topic. Additionally, gain invaluable insight and analysis by reviewing
Epstein’s This Week in Family Law which highlights and summarizes recent case law. Coverage
begins with May 1998 and back issues are archived. You can keyword search these issues by
using the search box at the top of the screen. And finally, the Latest Supreme Court of Canada
Cases provides links to the latest SCC cases and press releases for all practice areas.
You can select a title from the start page to retrieve the table of contents which makes for easy
browsing giving you a general feel for that area of law.
Alternatively, when you want to focus your search on discrete issues, search across all
commentary and then filter to the specific titles you are interested in reviewing by using the
Source/Title option in the Narrow section of your results list. To learn more about FamilySource,
please review the other tutorials on this topic. This ends your tutorial on the expert commentary
and currency tools available in FamilySource.
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For assistance using WestlawNext Canada select Help located at the bottom of any page to
access other WestlawNext Canada tutorials and Quick Reference Cards or register for a training
Webinar facilitated by one of our Learning Consultants. Select Contact Us for information on how
to contact our Technical and Reference Support teams.
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